
Art Department 

Year 10 Art students have started compiling 
their GCSE portfolio with a project based on 
Indian Art and zentagle patterns. They have 
also looked at the work of Ian Macarthur, a 
contemporary British artist who creates highly 
detailed patterned animal drawings. After 
completing some pattern studies using     
fineliner and some observational pencil   
drawings of flowers, students have worked 
to develop their ideas by combining images 
and patterns. 

Mrs Parker 
Teacher of Art 

M.Bellamy—10W 

T.Karim—10W 

T.Green—10W 



Art Department 

Year 9 Art students have been looking at the drawing work of the 
American artist, Jim Dine. They have completed a series of      
carefully observed pencil drawings of tools focusing on accuracy of 
shape and use of tone. The students have then developed their 
drawings by creating overlapping images. 

Mrs Parker 

Teacher of Art 
T.Woodhead—9S 

E.Egerton—9N 

M.Carter has created a very accurate and controlled drawing. He 
has used a range of different tones when using watercolours and 
linked his work closely to the artist's style of work, Abby Diamond.  

Mrs McFadden 

Teacher of Art 

M.Carter—8N 



Art Department 

Year 7 have been looking at a range of still life artists 
and both J.Derbyshire and H.Walsh have produced 
fantastic recreations of their chosen artist’s work. 

H.Walsh chose to recreate a complex Morandi still life 
and has looked closely at the arrangement of objects 
and varied tonal details. J.Derbyshire has recreated a 
well known image by Andy Warhol, he has achieved 
an accurate shape and looked closely at the style of 
lettering, curving these around the soup can to give a 
three dimensional effect. 

Mrs Anders 

Curriculum Leader of Art 

H.Walsh—7A 

J.Derbyshire—7A 

R.Aslam—9W 

R.Aslam has created a        
fantastic research homework 
into Steampunk style insects. 
He has shown an excellent 
level of skill in the       
presentation of his work, 
thoughtfully recreating the 
images with metallic colours 
and successfully linking his 
title design to the style of Art. 

Mrs Anders 

Curriculum Leader of Art 



DT Department 

The year 10 Food and Nutrition group have been participating in a week of food styling and       
Christmas cooking. All boys had to produce a range of dishes that use either plasticity, aeration or 
shortening. Here are an example of some of the fantastic final dishes produced, the students        
produced a wide variety of sweet and savoury dishes from a full Christmas dinner to tempered    
chocolate bomb. 

Mrs Jarvis 

Curriculum Leader of DT 

The year 8s have been introduced to 
textiles for the first time. They have 
been investigating fabric design and 
pattern cutting. The boys have    
produced a range of fabric prints  
using a variety of techniques to   
produce some creative and very  
individual final prototypes. They 
have had a great time investigating 
techniques and methods that would 
be used within the fashion industry. 
They were lucky enough to work 
with a trainer designer for the day 
and discuss the careers available to 
them with regards to design. 

Mrs Jarvis 

Curriculum Leader of DT 



DT Department 
The Year 9 Systems class have been busy so for this year, they 
have made a small electronic amplifier, which involved          
soldering a mono amplifier circuit together and then designing 
an acrylic mount for the speaker to be secured with space for 
the circuit and battery. The amplifier project was followed by a 
PIC Microcontroller dice project. The students all produced the 
same design for the case which uses a live plywood hinge   
technique. Then they learned how to programme the              
microcontroller to function as a dice with each student adding 
features of their own.  

Mr Bond 

Teacher of DT  and            
Assistant Headteacher 

The year 10 Systems group have been designing and making Christmas decorations for sale at the 
Achievement and Christmas concert evening on the Wednesday 12th December They have used the 
iterative design process to research, design and develop their designs and also learned how to make 
quality products in small batches using the laser cutters we have. 

Mr Bond 

Teacher of DT and  

Assistant Headteacher 



English  Department This flows beautifully and the changes in tone and narrative voice 
are subtle and effective. You've captured the shallowness and 
greed of this young man in just a few carefully crafted sentences - 
well done, keep writing!       
     Miss Lofthouse     
     Teacher of English 



A selection of Foundation and Higher questions given for 

the PPEs. These were answered fantastically by our Year 

11 students. 

Year 11 Maths Teachers 

Maths  Department 

A huge well done to our Year 11 students the work produced during your first round of PPEs was amazing. Also the 

commitment to your revision was outstanding. 

Mr Stephenson 

Teacher of Maths 



Maths  Department 

An excellent example of exam techniques used on the Higher Paper. 

Year 11 Maths Teachers 



MFL  Department 

I set a task of writing a song 

in French to my Year 8 class. 

W.Roe’s work stood out for 

several reasons, it included 

all elements required, it was 

very accurate, original and it 

even rhymes. It is an     

amazing piece of creative 

writing bravo! 

Madame Lewis 

Teacher of MFL 



Music  Department 

J.Mushens has recently produced an  
outstanding composition.  Initial ideas 
took inspiration from Chopin and paints 
vivid and highly effective musical imagery 
throughout taking the listener on a      
descriptive musical journey across a   
variety of tonality, tempo and carefully 
crafted melodic lines.  The work portrays 
a clear narrative of the life of Chopin    
denoting his serious and creative      
character. Throughout the closing stages 
ideas are further developed through the 
addition of counter-melodic passages as 
a collection of imperfect cadences add 
intensity and symbolism of strength and 
drive before the piece is drawn to final 
conclusion with a great sense resolution. 

Mr Taylor 

Curriculum Leader of Music 



RE  Department 

In RE we have been promoting student responsibility for their learning. Year 8    
created a piece of work on Christian sites of pilgrimage, entirely from their own   
research. The final piece was assessed by their teachers, and students  wowed us 
by showing that they can be very self motivated and driven to go further than their    
targets. 

Ms Brookes 

Curriculum Leader of RE 



RE  Department 

These are only two examples of students who proved they could perform independent research 
in class and at home. They researched places of Christian pilgrimage, the 'higher' level           
understanding came from not only describing the holy sites, but their ability to understand how 
attending a pilgrimage can 'change' a believer. 

 Ms Brookes 

Curriculum Leader of RE 



Science  Department 

Here are some of the outstanding entries to our Design The New £50 Note Competition that were 
completed in Science. Well done everyone!! The winner will feature in our next School        
Newsletter. 

Miss Thomson 

Curriculum Leader of Science 



Science  Department 



Dear Students, 

I have really enjoyed reading this selection of your work across the school.  If 

your “Outstanding Work” has featured in this newsletter, very well done, your 

work is fabulous! 

If your work hasn’t featured this time, please keep trying, there will be lots of 

other opportunities in the new term to showcase your work.  Look out for the 

“outstanding work” section of the school’s website as well. 

Well done again for all your hard work! 

 

Mrs Saw, Headteacher 

Feedback  Have you enjoyed our Outstanding Work newsletter? 

We welcome your views and feedback so should you have any comments on 

the contents of this newsletter, please contact the school via:  

talkback@audenshawschool.org.uk  

 


